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RHYTHMS OF LIFE CONCERT 
Statement by Member for Nedlands 

DR K. STRATTON (Nedlands) [12.58 pm]: I recently had the honour of attending the Children’s Leukaemia 
and Cancer Research Foundation’s Rhythms of Life concert. The foundation, based in Subiaco, has been raising 
funds for essential research into childhood cancers for over 40 years. Six hundred Australian children are diagnosed 
with cancer each year and three lose their lives to cancer every week. Medical researchers have improved overall 
survival rates to 80 per cent. The foundation funds research that quite literally saves lives. 
Rhythms of Life took place under the stars at Quarry Amphitheatre and featured Western Australian artists. The 
Steve Hensby Band played funk, soul and pop classics, and originals, many of which now appear on my Spotify 
playlist. Indeed, their original song Mista Twista has crossed the generation gap in my family. The Rose Parker Band 
moved us with their original indie-folk music. I have heard Rose play before, and she uses her music to tell stories 
and evoke emotion and understanding of the human condition. The two bands performed Keep the Flame Alive, 
a song written by Rose especially for the foundation—a song to encourage hope and determination in difficult and 
challenging times. 
It goes without saying that living with childhood cancer takes a physical, emotional, financial, spiritual and social 
toll on families and children. The primary purpose of the concert was to provide them with a night of fun and light in 
otherwise challenging and dark times, to come together with other families who share their experience, and to sit 
under the stars and enjoy the healing power of music. 

Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.00 pm 
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